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Introduction

The Mississippi Silverside (Menidia audens) is one of the most abundant near-shore fish species in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta (Delta) and has been hypothesized as an intraguild predator of larval Delta Smelt (Hypomesus transpacificus).

Documenting how Silverside has persisted over the years can help inform management agencies on ways to curb their impact on the Delta ecosystem.

Questions

1. How have the abundance and distribution of Silverside changed over the years?
2. How does the occurrence of Silverside vary in relation to water quality variables?
3. Does the size of a Silverside cohort correlate with Delta flow of a particular season?

Methods

• Long-term beach seine survey data from the Delta Juvenile Fish Monitoring Program (DJFMP) was used for this study

We selected 22 beach seine sites within the Delta that have been sampled consistently since 1993 as index sites for Silverside.

Based on catch-per-enkPaCPE plots (Fig 2), we found Silverside to be largely an annual species.

We designated months between June of one year and May of the next as a cohort year.

PRIMER version 7 was used to conduct similarity profile (SIMPROF) permutation test and non-metric multidimensional scaling (nMDS) ordination.1,2

• Generalized additive model (GAM) with cubic regression spline was used to relate Silverside occurrence with water quality variables.3,4

• Generalized linear models (GLM) were constructed with seasonal flow data from DAYFLOW as predictor variables.

Results

• SIMPROF test split the 19 Silverside cohorts into three groups:
  1. Group consisting of cohorts prior to Pelagic Organism Decline (POD) event around 2002
  2. Group consisting of cohorts subsequent to POD
  3. Cohort of 2011 on its own

• Eddo’s and Sherman Island sites were highly influential in differentiating between the pre-POD (1995-2003) and post-POD group (2004-2013), contributing 36.1% and 21.0% to the difference respectively

• We were able to differentiate years prior and subsequent to POD by solely using Silverside catch data, highlighting the ability of Silverside to serve as an indicator of ecosystem change

• Our results also showed that the 2011 Mississippi Silverside cohort was fairly unique, resembling the early, pre-POD cohorts (1995-2003) more than the latter, post-POD cohorts (2004 and on)

• Temperature, specific conductance, turbidity, and dissolved oxygen were all important in predicting the presence of Mississippi Silverside

• Predicted occurrence of Silverside responded similarly to Delta Smelt with respect to conductivity and turbidity, while the opposite was true for temperature.

• Silverside occurrence probability appeared to be higher at warmer temperatures (>20 °C), greater turbidity (>20-30 NTU), and higher dissolved oxygen (>10 mg/l)

• Occurrence probability also increased as conductivity increased, but declined rapidly after ~5000 µS/cm

• Predicted occurrence of Silverside respond similarly to Delta Smelt with respect to conductivity and turbidity

• Of the three Delta export terms tested, spring and winter export were found to have negative

• Model-averaging results showed that there were negative relationships between Silverside cohort size and Delta inflow for all three seasons

Table 1: Summary of the top 10 GLMs. Values under each covariate column are the resulting coefficients. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001

Table 2: Summary of average catch per m³ (CPUE) across time for the study period (January 1996 to July 2014) collapsed by month (top) and year (bottom).

Figure 3 (A) Heat map of the square-root transformed catch-per-m³ data for the 22 index stations ordered by Silverside cohort years. (B) The nMDS plot of the 18 Silverside cohorts based on the Euclidean distance matrix with Pearson correlation vectors of <0.3 shown. Red circles represent statistically significant SIMPROF grouping.

Figure 4: Partial GAM plots showing associations of habitat variables with presence of Silverside with 95% confidence intervals (y-axis units are log transformed, i.e., area represents 5000 m²). Figure 5 Terrestrial importance based on model averaging; ordered from highest to lowest.
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Discussion

Fall inflow and spring export are the two most important predictors of Silverside annual abundance.
Model-averaging results showed that there were negative relationships between Silverside cohort size and Delta inflow for all three seasons.

Of the three Delta export terms tested, spring and winter export were found to have negative relationships with cohort size, while fall export appear to have a positive relationship.

Our results will allow resource managers to predict Silverside responses to various management actions.